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Introduction

• A science question: how accurate are the static
tools that are currently used for a 3D 
reconstruction of the dynamic magnetic field 
from the photospheric vector boundary, namely 
(i) π-disambiguation tools; (ii) preprocessing 
tools; and (iii) 3D NLFFF reconstruction tools?

• Methodology: use the outcome of a full fledged 
dynamic RMHD model to perform "voxel-by-
voxel" comparison of the restored magnetic field 
and the true magnetic field in the 3D model 
volume.



Plan of the Talk
• Description of the Bifrost code (Gudiksen et al. 2011)

and the en024048_hion model used in our study 
(Carlsson et al. 2016); defining three reference layer 
used for the testing.

• π-disambiguation tools and their casting at the three 
layers.

• Preprocessing tools; assessment of their performance.  
• Optimization methods for NLFFF reconstruction: 

weighted and full. Their performance for 
reconstructions starting from photospheric and 
chromospheric vector magnetograms. Critical 
assessment of the preprocessing impact and its need in 
the reconstruction techniques.

• Concluding remarks.



The en024048_hion model 
(Carlsson et al. 2016)



Electron temperature 
as a function of height

Distribution of magnetic 
field with height

Full cube:
Z from - 2.4Mm to 14.4Mm

Snapshot t=3870 s
Z from 0 Mm to 5Mm



Force-freeness vs height

The magnetic topology is defined by two 
opposite polarity patches separated by 8 
Mm with an average unsigned strength of 
50 G in the photosphere, representing two 
patches of quiet-Sun network.



Bz vs height for various resolutions

Nominal 
photosphere

β-photosphere

Chromosphere



Various resolutions and force-free 
metrics

Sine of mismatch angle 
between vectors 

Measure of the field divergence



Force-free metrics depending on resolutions



π-DISAMBIGUATION TESTS
Nominal photosphere

β-photosphereChromosphere



Comparison of the disambiguation results of the ME (top row) and SFQ (bottom row) codes for the BIFROST 
field with the binning factor 9 at the level of nominal photosphere. Pixels with the disambiguation errors are 
indicated in the semitransparent red. Blue contours enclose regions with almost vertical magnetic field 
(inclination angle < 15 degrees). Green contours enclose weak field regions where B < 50 G. Ticks on the 
contours show the direction towards the lower values.



Comparison of the disambiguation results of the ME (top row) and SFQ (bottom row) codes for 
the BIFROST field with the binning factor 9 at the level of correct β photosphere. Pixels with the 
disambiguation errors are indicated in the semitransparent red. Blue contours enclose regions 
with almost vertical magnetic field (inclination angle < 15 degrees). Green contours enclose weak 
field regions where B < 50 G. Ticks on the contours show the direction towards the lower values.



Preprocessing

Expected: S = 1; b=0
In practice S ≠ 1 
in most cases



Preprocessing – tests 

S = 1

S ≈ 1



Extrapolations – tests 
S = 1



Extrapolation error at a few levels: Bz
starting from chromospheric level



Extrapolation error at a few levels: By
starting from chromospheric level



Extrapolation error at a few levels: Bz
starting from photospheric level



Normalized residuals vs height; no 
preprocessing





Extrapolations from a preprocessed 
boundary

Expected: 
with S = 1; b=0 In practice S ≠ 1



Normalized residuals vs height; with 
preprocessing

No preprocessing for comparison





Conclusions
• Here we have demonstrated that a realistic MHD model, in the presented case – a  

‘en024048_hion’ simulation (Carlsson et al. 2016) obtained with the Bifrost code (Gudiksen et 
al. 2011), can be very efficiently utilized to cast various tools used for the coronal magnetic 
field reconstruction. In particular, we have evaluated the performance of the π-
disambiguation codes, magnetogram preprocessing codes, and NLFFF extrapolation codes 
developed following the optimization method (Wheatland et al. 2000).

• We have found that the currently used π-disambiguation codes work pretty well at the AR 
photosphere and chromosphere, but often fail at the quiet sun photosphere. This can become 
important when a question of the magnetic field at the quiet sun is specifically addressed. 
Here we are primarily interested in the performance of the reconstruction tools in ARs; thus, 
we adopted that the π-ambiguity has been perfectly resolved.

• Then, we have assessed the performance of two different preprocessing approaches aimed to 
improve the bottom boundary condition toward force-freeness. Although the tested 
preprocessing codes do produce a more force-free boundary, there is an unsolicited 
byproduct of these preprocessings – the poorly controlled elevation of the magnetic field 
components, which are different for the longitudinal and transverse field components. This 
mismatch results in a poorly controlled systematic error in the height scale in the extrapolated 
data cube.

• On the other hand, comparison between the volumetric metrics of the magnetic data cubes 
extrapolated from the photospheric level either with or without preprocessing are not much 
different from each other, while extrapolation without preprocessing preserves the correct 
height scale. From this perspective, we conclude that the use of NLFFF extrapolation from 
the actual photospheric magnetogram (without any preprocessing but instead, perhaps, 
with some sort of smoothing suppressing the noise in the original data) is preferable.
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